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1. INTRODUCTION

Specifications that document the interfaces of program parts [Guttag et al. 1993;
Jones 1990; Meyer 1997; Wing 1987; 1990] can play a central role in programming,
recording the intended behavior of program parts. This information is key for main-
tenance, since code alone cannot reveal what was intended. When debugging one
can use specifications to isolate faults and assign blame [Findler and Felleisen 2002;
Liskov and Guttag 1986; Meyer 1992]. Specifications can also define a standard of
correctness for testing.

Formal specifications have additional benefits. Formal, i.e., mathematically pre-
cise, notation makes them unambiguous, less dependendent on cultural norms1,
and thus less likely to be misunderstood. Formal specifications can help automate
testing, both in helping decide on test results [Cheon and Leavens 2002; Peters and
Parnas 1998] and in creation of test data [Bernot et al. 1991; Chang et al. 1996;
Crowley et al. 1996; Jalote 1992; Korel and Al-Yami 1998; Richardson 1994; Sankar
and Hayes 1994], and are a key ingredient in modular verification. During develop-
ment, formal specifications can also serve as a starting place for transformational
development [Abadi and Lamport 1988; Abrial 1996; Hehner 1993; Jones 1990;
Morgan 1994; Morgan and Vickers 1994; Morris 1980; Partsch and Steinbrüggen
1983] or the search for reusable components [Zaremski and Wing 1997].

In this survey we focus mainly on expressing properties that enable or help one
verify that part of a program satisfies certain properties. Such properties can
range from the absence of certain known programming faults to the satisfaction
of all properties that the program must satisfy. We discuss many examples of such
properties below.

We intend this survey to be interesting for readers who want to:

—learn ways to specify or describe software properties, e.g., for use by verification
or static analysis tools, or

—design a formal specification language for documenting detailed designs.

In particular, we hope that this survey will be useful to researchers participating
in the Verified Software Initiative (VSI) [Hoare 2005; Hoare et al. 2007]. This goal,
and space limitations, motivate our focus on detailed design specifications for code.

1.1 Brief Background

The term specification generally means a precise description of the behavior of
some artifact, such as an abstract data type. Specifications are often used to
record agreements, or contracts [Liskov and Guttag 1986; Meyer 1992], between
a software artifact’s implementors and its clients. We use formal specification for
specifications with a mathematically precise semantics. For us, verification means
proving that an implemementation satisfies a particular specification in every pos-
sible execution. Usually such a proof is accomplished by static reasoning, but it is
possible to combine static reasoning with dynamic checks (such as runtime assertion
checking) [Geller 1978; Flanagan 2006].

Specifications are used in many different parts of different software processes. Re-
quirements on a system’s software as a whole (the “machine” [Jackson 1995]) are

1For example, a “billion,” means 109 in the US, but 1012 in Britan [Liskov and Guttag 1986].
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recorded in a requirements specification [van Lamsweerde 2000; Heitmeyer et al.
2007]. Such requirements specifications are crucial for software engineering, since
nothing else matters if the software is solving the wrong problem [Brooks 1987].
The architecture of a program can also be recorded in an architectural specifica-
tion, documenting permitted connections between components [Aldrich et al. 2002;
Garlan et al. 2000]. Domain analysis and modeling produces precise mathematical
descriptions of data and operations that form a useful vocabulary for writing speci-
fications and exploring design decisions in a particular application area [Hayes 1993;
Jackson and Rinard 2000; Jackson 2006; Spivey 1989]. Algebraic specification tech-
niques are particularly well suited to describing such domain models [Bidoit et al.
1991; CoFI (The Common Framework Initiative) 2004; Goguen et al. 1978; Gut-
tag and Horning 1978; Guttag et al. 1993; Wand 1979; Wirsing 1990] (although
they have other uses as well [Boehm 1985; Goguen and Malcolm 1996; Hoare et al.
1987]).

Our focus in this paper is on a lower level of abstraction: recording detailed de-
sign decisions about program modules that will be useful in coding. Wing [Wing
1987; 1990] and Lamport [Lamport 1989] called such specifications interface speci-
fications, since they document both the interface between such modules and their
behavior. However, the term “interface specification” tends to be confused with
very weak specifications that document just the syntactic interface of various mod-
ules, such as the names and types of methods [Object Management Group 1992].
Thus some authors use the term behavioral interface specifciation [Cheon and Leav-
ens 1994] to emphasize the behavioral component of such specifications, such as pre-
and postconditions.

Specifications can be stated in a variety of forms, some of which more tightly
constrain software than others. An ideal might be a specification that describes
all the required functional behavior (i.e., inputs and outputs) of an entire software
system. Ideally, such a specification would be a refinement of a requirements spec-
ification. A specification B refines specification A if every implementation that
satisfies B also satisfies A. When one has the luxury of designing from such a
functional specification of a system, careful processes can yield higher productivity
and leave behind a rational design history [Barnes et al. 2006; Chapman 2000; Hall
and Chapman 2002; King et al. 1999]. However, one is often faced with an extant
program and nothing like a complete specification of a system’s functional behavior;
in such cases one might wish to verify that the program satisfies a weaker, implicit
specification — that certain programming errors (e.g. dereferencing a null pointer)
cannot occur [Sites 1974; German 1978; Detlefs et al. 1998]. A basic distinction is
between such safety properties, which say that nothing bad happens, and liveness
properties [Manna and Pnueli 1992]. A liveness property says that something good
eventually happens, for example, that a system eventually responds to a request.
Another kind of specification concerns resource usage, such as timing constraints
or constraints on maximum memory usage.

A specification language, which is a formal language capable of recording proper-
ties, can be designed to be general or specialized. General specification languages,
such as Z [Hayes 1993; Spivey 1989] and OCL [OMG 2006; Warmer and Kleppe
1999], are not tailored to any specific methodology or verification tool. However,
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specification languages are often specialized. Some are specialized to support a
particular methodology, such as Eiffel’s support for design by contract (and dy-
namic checking) [Meyer 1997] or RESOLVE’s [Edwards et al. 1994] avoidance of
aliasing by using swapping instead of assignment [Harms and Weide 1991]. Many
others are specialized to support some particular automated verification technique
such as Promela’s support for the SPIN model checker [Holzmann 1991]. However,
with the recognition that there are intersting synergies between several verification
techniques, such as static and dynamic checking [Ernst 2003; Flanagan 2006], some
languages, such as JML [Burdy et al. 2005; Leavens et al. 2003], have been designed
to support multiple tools.

In this survey we make special efforts to highlight the interplay between specifi-
cation language design and automated verification techniques. Designing a speci-
fication language to fit a particular verification technique can be an excellent way
to make that verification technique widely available and easily usable. Conversely,
one important aim of verification technology is to support clear and precise com-
munication with human readers; thus new specification language features provide
interesting challenges to those interested in verification technology.

Verification technology is also closely tied to semantics. A verification logic is a
formal reasoning system that allows proofs that code satisfies a specification [Apt
1981; Apt and 0lderog 1991; Bjorner and Henson 2008; Cousot 1990; Emerson 1990;
Francez 1992; Hoare 1969; Kozen and Tiuryn 1990; Manna and Pnueli 1992]. While
it is, in principle, possible to directly use program semantics (such as denotational
[Schmidt 1986; 1994; Scott and Strachey 1971] or structural operational [Astesiano
1991; Hennessy 1990; Plotkin 1977; 1981] semantics) to specify and verify programs,
it is often more convenient to encapsulate reusable proof principles for a given
programming language in a verification logic. Then one uses the verification logic
to prove correctness. That such proofs are sound (or valid) is proved using the
language’s semantics [Apt 1981; Apt and Olderog 1997; Loeckx and Sieber 1987;
Winskel 1993]. On the other hand, model checking [Clarke et al. 1986; Edmund
M. Clarke et al. 1999; Holzmann 1997] uses state space exploration techniques to
verify programs, which is directly based on the semantics of finite state machines.

1.2 Kinds of Specification Languages

We organize the survey around classes of properties. The following categorizes
kinds of properties and relates them to some known specification languages.

—Requirements-level properties (whole system specifications), and requirements
specification languages such as SCR [Heitmeyer et al. 1998; Heitmeyer and Jef-
fords 2007; Jeffords and Heitmeyer 1998], RSML and its variants [Heimdahl et al.
2003; Leveson et al. 1999], FSP [Kramer and Magee 2006; Magee and Kramer
2005], CSP [Brookes et al. 1984; Hoare 1985; Roscoe 1994], parts of the UML
[Arlow and Neustadt 2005; Rumbaugh et al. 1999] such as Statecharts [Harel
et al. 1990; Harel 1987], etc.

—Analysis-level properties that express concepts in a domain. These include:
—Functional behavior properties describe the (data) values associated with sys-

tem operations or state changes and that include types that may take on a
potentially infinite number of values. Such properties typically do not involve
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more than two states, and include pre- and postconditions. Analysis specifica-
tion languages that describe functional behavior include Alloy [Jackson 2006],
Z [Hayes 1993; Spivey 1989], TLA [Lamport 1994], ASML [Börger and Stärk
2003; Gurevich 1991], and algebraic equational specification languages [Bidoit
et al. 1991; Goguen et al. 1978; Wirsing 1990] such as LSL [Guttag and Horn-
ing 1986] and CASL [CoFI (The Common Framework Initiative) 2004]. Some
refinement-oriented languages, such as B [Abrial 1996] have the capability to
state specifications at this level and also lower levels.

—Temporal properties describe a finite set of events (i.e., states) and properties of
a system’s (potentially infinite) sequences of events. Such properties typically
do not involve potentially infinite sets of data values. Temporal properties can
be expressed in temporal logic [Emerson 1990; Manna and Pnueli 1992], or
event-based specification languages such as Statemate [Harel et al. 1990], Petri
nets [Peterson 1977; 1981], and process algebras [Hennessy and Milner 1985;
Milne and Milner 1979; Milner 1990; 1991; Milner et al. 1992].

—Resource properties, state constraints on how much of some resource, such as
time or space, may be used by an operation or may be used between a pair
of events. Timing constraints are especially important for the modeling and
analysis of real-time systems [Alur and Henzinger 1992]. Such properties can
be expressed in specification languages such as timed automata [Alur et al.
1990], TPTL [Alur and Henzinger 1994], metric temporal logic [Ouaknine and
Worrell 2005], HighSpec [Dong et al. 2006], CS-OZ-DC [Olderog 2008], Uppaal
[Larsen et al. 1997], Esterel, Lustre, and the duration calculus.

—Blends of the above (values and events), with languages such as CSP [Brookes
et al. 1984; Hoare 1985; Roscoe 1994], RAISE [Nielsen et al. 1989], and Real-
time Euclid [Kligerman and Stoyenko 1992; Stoyenko 1992]

—Properties of code and interface specification languages. These include:
—Functional properties of data, such as pre- and postconditions, invariants,

frame axioms, etc. This includes assertions specified in “design by contract”
style specification languages for sequential programs, such as Gypsy [Ambler
et al. 1977], Anna, SPARK, Eiffel, VDM-SL, VDM++, Larch interface spec-
ification languages (such as LM3, LCL, Larch/C++, and Larch/Smalltalk),
the RESOLVE family, JML, Spec#, and perhaps OCL. It also includes more
property-oriented specification languages, such as B and event-B.

—Abstract properties of data, such as (non-)nullness, numerical range restric-
tions, shape declarations for heap-allocated data, etc.

—Temporal properties of events in code, such as those expressible in various
forms of temporal logic. This includes specification languages that handle
various forms of temporal logic, such as CTL or LTL, including the Bandera
Specification Language, Promela, and SLIC (the SLAM model checker’s spec-
ification language).

—Timing properties for events in code. (What languages?) PSpec [Perl and
Weihl 1993]

Only specification languages capable of expressing properties of code will be the
focus of this article (see below).
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There are also several more specialized languages that are used as declarative
interfaces for special-purpose systems. These include languages for stating:

—Semantic properties of programming languages, including semantic frameworks
such as ASML, Maude, Twelf, operational semantics, denotational semantics, pi
calculus, lambda calculus, etc.

—Proof obligations of programs and a semantic encoding of the source language of
that program, such as Boogie [Leino 2008] and Why [Filliâtre 2003].

—Properties to be proved (or proofs) for a theorem prover, such as PVS, Coq,
HOL.

—Properties of hardware, including specification languages like VHDL, Verilog,
RTL.

—Security-related policies, such as specification languages for secure information
flow or authentication policies.

None of these are the focus of this article.

1.3 Scope

We focus on specification languages (or “assertion languages”) that can be used to
document the behavior of executable code and that can be mechanized to aid the
VSI. This includes languages that are able to specify behavior across a range of levels
in the software development process as long as that range includes executable code.
In particular it includes interface specification languages that are able to document
both the behavior of code and its syntactic interface. Thus in particular, we focus
on specification languages that are able to document detailed designs, although
they may be able to document much more.

However, we do not limit ourselves to interface specification languages or to
languages that are only capable of documenting detailed designs. That is, we
include languages that can be used in stepwise refinement efforts, perhaps even
starting with user-level requirements. However, as we will discuss below, we exclude
languages that are not able to document the behavior of code.

We include assertion languages for both sequential and concurrent languages,
both functional behavior and resource usage.

1.4 Outline

In the remainder, we have a section per kind of property.

2. FUNCTIONAL (INPUT-OUTPUT) BEHAVIOR

—The most basic notions of behavioral specifications capture a program’s functional
behavior.

—Functional specifications may describe a relationship between a program’s (or
subprogram’s) inputs and outputs (e.g., capturing the fact that a sorting algo-
rithm takes as input an arbitrary array of integers and returns a permutation of
the input array with the elements rearranged according to some total order).

—Functional specifications may also constrain the intermediate states that a pro-
gram passes through in the process of transforming inputs into outputs.

ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, November 2008.
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—An assertion is one common form of constraint. An assertion is a predicate
that must hold on the current program state when execution reaches a specific
point in the program. For example, in a sorting algorithm, an assertion might
be used to state that the array being sorted must be non-empty before the
sorting process begins.

—An invariant is another common form of constraint. An invariant is a predicate
that must be hold for any program state encountered during execution. For
example, in a sorting algorithm, one might have an invariant stating that an
index variable for the array being sorted must always lie within the bounds of
the array.

This section overviews basic forms of code-level functional specifications along
with notions of program architecture, encapsulation, and abstraction that are di-
rectly related to such specifications. Although many of the forms of specification
that we discuss are relevant in a variety of programming language paradigms, we fo-
cus our initial discussion of specification concepts in simple imperative languages.
A program P in such a language consists of commands such as variable assign-
ment, conditionals, and loops, organized into subprograms such as procedures and
modules.

We now sketch a simple semantic model of programs that we will use to ground
the discussion of specification semantics below. A program store σ for P is a map-
ping from P’s variables to values. Intuitively, a store represents the programmer’s
view of the computer’s memory as it stores the current value associated with each
program variable. As P executes, a program counter pc indicates the current com-
mand be to executed. A program state s is a tuple (pc, σ) consisting of the current
value of the program counter pc and the current store σ.

Store predicates P , Q are boolean formulas over variable values, e.g., X > 1 ∨
Y = 5. We say that a store predicate P holds (denoted σ |= P ) for the values of
variables in a particular store σ when the values of variables as given by σ statisfy
the constraints given by P . A store predicate P can also be viewed as characterizing
a set of stores [[P ]] – namely, the set of stores for which P holds.

2.1 In-line Assertions

—(Example) Represents a claim that the developer believes should be true at the
point where the assertion is written.

—(Mechanics/Use) Assertions are typically written as a side-effect-free boolean
expression in the programming language in which they are embedded. Although
assertions can be checked by static analysis tools, they are typically viewed as
executable specifications. When an assertion is executed, its evaluation has no
effect if the assertion holds for the current state. If the assertion does not hold,
program execution is halted and a system-generated error message is displayed
on the system console.

—(Definition) Formally, an assertion a is a store predicate Pa that must hold on
the program store that is current when execution reaches the point in the pro-
gram where the assertion is written. When one considers the program counter
position at which the assertion is written as part of its definition, an assertion
a = (pca, Pa) can also be viewed as a state predicate that holds for any state
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(pc, σ) such that pc = pca implies σ |= Pa.
—(Historical Background) Because the assertion concept is easy to learn and easy

to use, it one of the most familiar widely used forms of program specification
(see, e.g., [McConnell 1993]). Earliest uses of the assertion concept as a program
specification mechanism can be traced to (Floyd’s technique APP, etc.). The
pioneering language Gypsy used assert statements (and other specifications) as
“first-class citizens”, as do current languages like Eiffel, Java, and Spec#. In-line
assertions are also used in other languages, where programmers define Assert as
a procedure or macro.

—(Survey of Issues)
—Case studies and surveys from the software engineering literature 10 to 15 years

ago indicated that developers rarely used assertions .
—A number of program checkers and verifiers analyze in-line assertions statically.

For example, a ESC/Java attempts to prove that each in-line assertion will hold
in all executions.

—Run-time checking of in-line assertions is effective in finding unexpected be-
havior during the development and testing of a program. However, when the
quality of a program is high enough to deploy the program, developers often
want to trade the additional checking for improved performance, which can be
achieved by disabling the run-time assertion checking.

—On occasion, it is useful to distinguish between assertions that one expects
the static program checker to verify and assertions that cannot be verified in
the given context but that are needed for the rest of the verification. JML
and Spec# offer a way to distinguish these, using an assert statement for the
former and an assume statement for the latter. Since assert statements are
statically verified, one may want to disable run-time checking for them while
always enabling the run-time checks of assume statements.

While assertions can be placed at arbitrary points in the code, they can also be
used in a structured manner to enable more systematic reasoning about program
behavior. Pre/post-conditions and loop invariants are special forms of structured
assertions, and we discuss these in detail in the following sections.

2.2 The Pre/Post Technique

Assertions can be arranged at the beginning and ending of a procedure to form a
summary of the procedure’s functional behavior.

—(Example)
—(Mechanics/Use) As with assertions are typically written as a side-effect-free

boolean expression in the programming language in which they are embedded.
Can be viewed as executable specs and exercised during testing. However, a
variety of forms of tool support exist for (compositional) static checking.

—(Definition) The use of pre/post-conditions in program specification can be traced
back to Floyd/Hoare Logic [Floyd 1967; Hoare 1969] which characterizes the
behavior of a program statement C using triples of the form

{P}C {Q}
ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, November 2008.
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package The Stack
−−# own State : Stack Type ; −− abs t rac t va r i a b l e
−−# i n i t i a l i z e s State ;
i s

−−# type Stack Type i s ab s t rac t ;

−−# funct ion Not Ful l (S : Stack Type ) return Boolean ;
−−# funct ion Not Empty(S : Stack Type ) return Boolean ;
−−# funct ion Append(S : Stack Type ; X : Integer ) return Stack Type ;

procedure Push (X : in I n t eg e r ) ;
−−# g lo ba l in out State ;
−−# der ives State from State , X;
−−# pre Not Ful l ( State ) ;
−−# post State = Append( State ˜ , X) ;

procedure Pop(X : out I n t eg e r ) ;
−−# g lo ba l in out State ;
−−# der ives State , X from State ;
−−# pre Not Empty( State ) ;
−−# post State ˜ = Append( State , X) ;

end The Stack ;

Fig. 1. A SPARK package specification of a stack

where both P (the pre-condition) and Q (the post-condition) are store predicates.
The triple is valid iff for any store σ that satisfies P , executing C on σ yields a
store σ′ that satisfies Q. Since [[P ]] and [[Q]] can be viewed as characterizing a set
of stores, a triple can be viewed as summarizing the input/output behavior of C
in terms of the set of output stores [[Q]] that result from input stores in [[P ]].

—(Historical Background)
—(Survey of Issues)

—(Design by contract)
—(Total and partial correctness specifications)
—(Floyd/Hoare logics)
—(Weakest-precondition calculi) A formula Q is weaker than P if P ⇒ Q (P

entails Q). Intuitively this means that Q is less restrictive and more approxi-
mate than P , and Q represents a less precise summary of stores – a fact that is
perhaps more easily grasped when considering P ⇒ Q holds when [[P ]] ⊆ [[Q]].
Store predicates can be viewed as abstractions that summarize program state
information, and they can be arranged in a natural approximation lattice based
on the entailment relation as an ordering.
Tools associated with Floyd/Hoare Logic methods have traditionally required a
high degree of manual intervention to construct appropriate pre/post-conditions.
However, significant amounts of automation can be provided using a weakest
precondition operator wp(C,Q) that, given a command C and post-condition
Q automatically constructs a pre-condition P that makes {P}C {Q} valid.
More precisely, P is constructed to be the weakest formula that can establish
Q as a post-condition for C. Recalling the discussion of “weakest” above, the
precondition returned by wp(C,Q) is the most general (or “best”) one in the
sense that it imposes the fewest restrictions on inputs to C that can guarantee
Q to hold. A wp-calculus contains rules for computing wp, such as the rule for
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package body The Stack
−−# own State i s S , Pointer ; −− refinement d e f i n i t i on
i s

Stack S i z e : constant := 100 ;
type Pointer Range i s range 0 . . S ta ck S i z e ;
subtype Index Range i s Pointer Range range 1 . . S ta ck S i z e ;
type Vector i s array ( Index Range ) of I n t eg e r ;
S : Vector ;
Po inter : Pointer Range ;

procedure Push (X : in I n t eg e r )
−−# g lo ba l in out S , Pointer ;
−−# der ives S from S , Pointer , X &
−−# Pointer from Pointer ;
−−# pre Pointer < Stack Size ;
−−# post Pointer = Pointer˜ + 1 and
−−# S = S˜[ Pointer => X] ;
i s
begin

Pointer := Pointer + 1 ;
S( Pointer ) := X;

end Push ;

procedure Pop(X : out I n t eg e r )
−−# g lo ba l in S ; in out Pointer ;
−−# der ives Pointer from Pointer &
−−# X from S , Pointer ;
−−# pre Pointer /= 0;
−−# post Pointer = Pointer˜ − 1 and
−−# X = S(Pointer ˜) ;
i s
begin

X := S( Pointer ) ;
Po inter := Pointer − 1 ;

end Pop ;

begin −− i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
Pointer := 0 ;
S := Vector ’ ( Index Range => 0 ) ;

end The Stack ;

Fig. 2. A SPARK package body implementing a stack

assignments

wp(x := E, Q) = Q[E/x]

i.e., for Q (viewed as a predicate which states a property of x) to hold after the
assignment of E to x, Q should hold for the value E before the assignment.
A wp calculus can go a long way toward automating deductive reasoning for
realistic languages, but significant user intervention (e.g., manual construction
of loop invariants) or soundness compromises are still required to obtain a full
analysis.

—(Specification cases)

2.3 Loops and Recursion

Loop invariants and variant functions, and how these are affected by break, continue,
and the presence of side effects in the loop test. Measure functions for recursions.

Contrast VDM’s use of (well-founded) relations.
ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, November 2008.
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function Value Present (X : In t eg e r ) return Boolean
−−# g lo ba l in S ;
−−# return for some M in Index Range => (S(M) = X) ;
i s

Result : Boolean ;
begin

Result := False ;
for I in Index Range loop

i f S( I ) = X then
Result := True ;
exit ;

end i f ;
−−# asser t I in Index Range and
−−# not Result and
−−# ( for a l l M in Index Range range Index Range ’ F i r s t . . I => (S(M) /= X) ) ;

end loop ;
return Result ;

end Value Present ;

function Find Stack Pos (X : In t eg e r ) return Index Range
−−# g lo ba l in S ;
−−# pre for some M in Index Range => (S(M) = X) ;
−−# return Z => (S(Z) = X) and
−−# ( for a l l M in Index Range range Index Range ’ F i r s t . . Z−1 => (S(M) /= X) ) ;
i s

Result Pos : Index Range ;
begin

for I in Index Range loop
i f S( I ) = X then

Result Pos := I ;
exit ;

end i f ;
end loop ;
return Result Pos ;

end Find Stack Pos ;

Fig. 3. SPARK functions illustrating quantification in pre/post-conditions

2.4 Module Interfaces

Summarize module interfaces referring to the following issues in SPARK packages.

—Separation of interface (procedure signature declarations) in SPARK/Ada pack-
age specifications from implementations in SPARK/Ada package bodies.

—Types in procedure signature declarations themselves provide a form of “specifi-
cation”

—Module/sub-program interfaces may include additional forms of specification to
aid in reasoning.
—Frame-conditions. SPARK procedure annotations use the globals clause to

indicate exactly the variables “touched” by the procedure. In addition, SPARK
variables and parameters and globals must have “mode declarations” of “in”,
“out”, or “in/out” indicating that the variable is read-only (never assigned),
write only (initial value is never read, or the initial value of the variable is
read and the variable is assigned a new value during the course of procedure
evaluation.

—Information flow annotations. SPARK procedure annotations include “de-
rives” clauses that indicate how information flow between procedure inputs
and outputs.

ACM Journal Name, Vol. V, No. N, November 2008.
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2.5 Module Invariants

Single-state predicates that must hold for all states, or all states visible to clients,
typically relating states of the module’s variables.

Hidden vs. public invariants.

2.6 Data Abstraction

Often key to getting a short and clear specification is the use of appropriately ab-
stract objects. This means that a process of refinement (aka reification) is required.

Type constraining (public) and representation (hidden) invariants.
Abstraction (aka retrieve) functions and relations.
Model/ghost fields.
Mechanisms for hiding lower-level concrete representations to achieve low cou-

pling between modules.
Referring to SPARK stack example...

—Representation of stack data structure is “abstract” in the package specification.
We only expose that some state exists; we don’t expose its concrete implemen-
tation.

—Procedure annotations express their effects (whether they read or write the inter-
nal state, as well as how information flows to/from parameters to/from internal
state) in terms of the abstract presentation of the stack.

—Method pre/post-conditions are also stated in terms of the abstract presentation
of the stack.

—The package body begins with an “own” refinement clause that specifies that the
abstract notion of stack is realized in terms of a vector S and index P.

—Information flow declarations as well as pre/post-conditions are restated in terms
of concrete representation of the stack. The SPARK analysis tools generate
proof obligations that require showing that the procedure implementations that
manipulate the concrete representations of the stack are formal refinements of
the procedure specifications appearing in the package specification.

2.7 Enabling Modular/Compositional Reasoning

Explaining how many of the concepts above come together to enable compositional
reasoning.

Problems, including re-entrance.
Solutions: prohibiting re-entrance (as in Anna or Spark/Ada), or allowing this

with specification constructs such as “inv” in Spec#, valid() functions (in ESC/Modula-
3), dynamic frames, and in Parkinson’s work.

3. EXCEPTIONAL BEHAVIOR

An exception is a way of returning from a function (or procedure, method) that
is different than the normal return. This corresponds to throwing an exception in
Java, C++, or C#. Exceptions of this type are handled by try-catch statements in
Java.

We can distinguish three kinds of exceptional behavior:
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(1) Problems of the underlying runtime environment, for instance, out-of-memory
errors, stack overflow, type errors (caused by failing to recompile code after
changes). In Java, these exceptions are of type Error. These problems can
typically not be foreseen or controlled by the program. Dealing with such
issues is a matter of robustness (rather than correctness), and not in the scope
of this paper.

(2) Unsatisfied preconditions of operations, for instance, null-pointer exceptions,
index-out-of-bounds errors, illegal casts, arithmetic overflow, division by zero,
etc. In Java, these exceptions are of type RuntimeException. Since almost all
operations in a program are partial, these expections can occur at almost any
program instruction. They are typically considered errors in the program.

(3) Foreseeable problems with operations that do not always work, for instance,
I/O, table look-up, etc. These exceptions are used instead of special return
values to signal an unsuccessful operation.

Most specification languages ignore category 1 because it is beyond the semantics
of the program (e.g., Java, JML, Spec#). That is, any operation may throw an
exception of this category, without explicit permission to do so. Corresponding ver-
ification systems do not impose proof obligations to prevent this kind of exception
[Poetzsch-Heffter 1997].

Different languages interpret category 2 differently. For instance in JML, a
method that throws a NullPointerException is not necessarily incorrect. It de-
pends on the specification of the method whether or not this kind of exception is
permitted. By contrast, Spec# considers exceptions of this category as errors and
imposes proof obligations to prevent them.

Exceptions of category 3 are permitted by most languages. Some languages such
as Java and Spec# require them to be declared as part of the method signature,
whereas others such as C# and Eiffel do not.

Languages that view exceptions as one possible method result usually permit
ways to specify when this result may occur and what may be assumed in case it
actually does. The most basic form of these specifications contains exceptional pre-
and postconditions (e.g., in Spec#). JML permits whole exceptional specification
cases including assignable clauses, etc. Eiffel does not permit the specification of
exceptional behavior.

Reasoning about exceptions is challenging for several reasons. First, exceptions of
category 1 and 2 may occur (almost) anytime, so considering all the possible control
flows leads to an extremely high complexity. Second, in the presence of side effects,
it is usually unclear what an exception handler may assume about the state of
the program (see JacobsMuellerPiessens07), for instance, which invariants may be
assumed to hold. For checked exceptions, the exceptional postcondition provides
this information, but for unchecked exceptions, one may only assume properties
that hold throughout the code that potentially throws an exception (e.g., the try
block) and on properties the exception handler can test at runtime. So very often,
there is no safe way to recover from an unchecked exception.

In the descriptions of how to specify each kind of property, we will:

—Show an example to facilitate comparisons (ideally the same example in various
languages).
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—Describe ways (mention tools) to check/verify such specifications.
—Mention or describe the underlying theory (first order logic, set theory, etc.), if

there is any.
—Refer to any major case studies.

3.1 What to Specify

When to specify exceptional behavior vs. using preconditions to rule out exceptions.

3.2 Specification Constructs for Exceptions

Ways to specify that exceptions must or may be thrown.
Specification cases for specifying different behaviors.

4. HEAP MANIPULATION

In order to handle heap data structures, a specification technique must be able to
describe (a) the shape of a data structure (e.g., which objects might be shared,
reachability properties), and (b) the effects that methods have on heap data struc-
tures (modifications, allocation and de-allocation; sometimes also read effects, lock-
ing effects, etc.). One of the most important reasoning steps that any specification
of heap operations must support is framing, that is, proving that certain heap
properties are not affected by a heap operation. Hoare’s original invariance rule
illustrates framing

{P}C {Q}
{P ∧R}C {Q ∧R} provided effects of C are disjoint from FV(R)

Here, R is the frame. The rule says that an assertion about some state that is
unmodified by C can be preserved. However, with the addition of the heap the
sidecondition becomes more troublesome: the disjointness of the effects of C and
the assertion R becomes more difficult to specify. We need to be able to specify
that the shapes that C changes are disjoint from the shapes that R depends upon.

The existing approaches can be grouped into three major categories (for specify-
ing topology):

(1) Approaches based on predicate logic. Languages in this category specifiy heap
manipulation in terms of a heap model that is given in predicate logic. Ex-
amples are dynamic frames and regional logic (the above paper by Kuncak et
al. also falls into this category.) Structures are described by defining func-
tions or regions and using them to express disjointness, inclusion, etc. of object
structures. Framing is done by showing disjointness of read and write effects.

(2) Approaches based on specialized logics. Languages in this category are based
on logics with special primitives for heap properties. The most important rep-
resentative of this category is separation logic with its separating conjunction.
Separating conjunction can express disjointness of structures and, therefore,
also acyclicity. Framing is done with a special frame rule.

(3) Approaches based on type systes. Languages in this category use types to
describe and check heap structures. The most prominent representative of this
category is ownership. The described structures are hierchies of objects with
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certain encapsulation policies. Framing is usually done by specifying read and
write effects in terms of ownership trees. There are other candidates in this
category such as alias types by Morrisett et al.

There are several approaches that are hybrids in the above classification. For
instance, Spec# describes structures and applies framing using ownership (3), but
encodes ownership in a heap model in predicate logic (1). Implicit dynamic frames
by Smans et al. combine 1 and 2. The above paper by Moller and Schwartzbach
seems to combine 2 and 3 (graph types and assertions containing routing expres-
sions).

Properties of a linked list based stack
(1) It is a list (2) Its values are non-null object-references. (3) How do we describe

two stacks are disjoint (4) The same object reference can be stored in two stacks.
Initial Outline:
In the descriptions of how to specify each kind of property, we will:

—Show an example to facilitate comparisons (ideally the same example in various
languages).

—Describe ways (mention tools) to check/verify such specifications.
—Mention or describe the underlying theory (first order logic, set theory, etc.)
—Refer to any major case studies.

4.1 Framing

Notations for frame conditions, specification of side effects on arguments, etc.

4.2 Alias Control, Ownership, and Separation

Notations for controlling or limiting aliasing (e.g., ownership types).
Ideas behind separation logic. Concepts and basic notations.
How to use separation logic in specifications.
Comparison of separation logic and other notations for framing, alias control,

and ownership. (such as a specialized type system, like an ownership type system,
the Kassios dynamic-frames approach or the Boogie methodology used in Spec#).

5. FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF CONCURRENT PROGRAMS

In the descriptions of how to specify each kind of property, we will:

—Show an example to facilitate comparisons (ideally the same example in various
languages).

—Describe ways (mention tools) to check/verify such specifications.
—Mention or describe the underlying theory (first order logic, set theory, etc.)
—Refer to any major case studies.

5.1 Specification Problems for Concurrent Systems

Special problems of concurrent systems.

5.2 Specification Techniques and Modularity

Owicki/Gries method.
Rely/Guarantee approach.
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6. TEMPORAL PROPERTIES

In the descriptions of how to specify each kind of property, we will:

—Show an example to facilitate comparisons (ideally the same example in various
languages).

—Describe ways (mention tools) to check/verify such specifications.
—Mention or describe the underlying theory (first order logic, set theory, etc.)
—Refer to any major case studies.

6.1 Temporal Logic Background

Background on temporal properties. Temporal logics.

6.2 Safety Properties

Safety properties, absence of deadlock, atomicity, race freedom, and locking policies.
Sequencing properties.

6.3 Liveness Properties

Liveness properties.
Fairness.

7. RESOURCE USAGE

For resource usage properties we are mostly concerned with time and space (mem-
ory high water mark) usage. However, we can mention other kinds of resources that
may be amenable to a similar treatment, such as file handles, database connections,
etc.

In the descriptions of how to specify each kind of property, we will:

—Show an example to facilitate comparisons (ideally the same example in various
languages).

—Describe ways (mention tools) to check/verify such specifications.
—Mention or describe the underlying theory (first order logic, set theory, etc.)
—Refer to any major case studies.

7.1 Background on Resource Usage

Description of the problems and how time and space differ.

7.2 Specification Approaches

Linear logic or other substructural logic approaches?
Hehner and Krone, Ogden and Sitaraman’s methods.
Sharon Perl’s PhD thesis, which included a version of Butler Lampson’s SPEC

language beefed up to specify timing information.

8. OBJECT ORIENTATION

Object-oriented programming (OOP) presents many challenging problems for spec-
ification and verification. We have already discussed issues related to abstract data
type specification and heap manipulation, both of which are prominent features of
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OOP. The other essential characteristic of OOP is the use of subtyping and dynamic
dispatch.

Subtyping is a kind of constrained, ad-hoc polymorphism [Wadler and Blott
1989]. It limits variables and expressions to denote values of several different types
at runtime; for example, a variable coll of static type Collection might denote
an object of some Collection subtype such as Stack, Set, or Bag. One type is a
subtype of another based on purely type theoretic properties. The essential property
of a subtype is that each instance of the subtype must be able to be manipulated
without type errors as if it were an instance of its supertypes. For example, if the
static type of coll is Collection and the type system allows a method call such as
coll.add(e), then if coll denotes an object of some subtype of Collection, such
as Set, or Bag, then there should be no runtime type error from such an expression.
Cardelli published an influential study of the conditions for type checking OOP
[Cardelli 1988]. Cardelli’s subtyping rules prevent type errors, and can be extended
to languages with more features, such as multiple dispatch [Castagna 1995].

Dynamic dispatch allows a method call, such as coll.add(e) to have different
effects depending on the runtime type of the receiver object, coll. The program-
ming language dynamically determines what implementation to run for such a call
based on the runtime type of the receiver. The selected implementation may be
provided or inherited by coll’s static type, Collection, or may be an overriding
method in a subtype of Collection. So in general, the executed implementation
might be one of any number of different implementations, some of which might not
have been imagined when the call was written. This kind of polymorphism is at
the core of most object-oriented design patterns [Gamma et al. 1995].

However, it is not only the implementation to be executed that is not known
statically (in general), but without some methodological convention, such as be-
havioral subtyping, even the specification of the method that will be executed is
not knowable. One approach to specification and verification would be to describe
what a method call does for each possible subtype of the receiver’s type. However,
such a case analysis would be difficult to maintain, as each time a new subtype was
added to the program the case analysis would have to be extended.

A more modular approach is to follow the analogy of object-oriented type systems
and impose restrictions on the behavior of subtypes: this methodology is known as
behavioral subtyping [America 1987; Bruce and Wegner 1990; Dhara and Leavens
1996; Leavens and Dhara 2000; Leavens and Weihl 1995; Liskov 1988; Liskov and
Wing 1994; Meyer 1997]. Using behavioral subtyping, one can use the specification
of a supertype’s objects to soundly reason about the behavior of (all possible)
subtype objects. Put the other way around, subtype objects must behave according
to the instance specification of each of their supertypes, when they are manipulated
using that supertype’s interface [Liskov 1988]. Just as a type system that ensures
subtyping ensures that no runtime type errors occur when calling methods using
dynamic dispatch, using behavioral subtyping ensures that no surprising behavior
occurs when calling methods using dynamic dispatch.

A simple way of enforcing behavioral subtyping is to impose the following three
rules for every supertype C and subtype D [America 1987; Liskov and Wing 1994]:

(1) For each instance method D.m that overrides a method C.m, the precondition
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of C.m must imply the precondition of D.m. That is, overriding methods may
weaken preconditions.

(2) For each instance method D.m that overrides a method C.m, the postcondition
of D.m must imply the postcondition of C.m. That is, overriding methods may
strengthen postconditions.

(3) The invariant for D objects must imply the invariant for C objects. That is,
subtypes may strengthen invariants.

Rules 1 and 2 allow one to reason about a call to o.m using the specification for
m in o’s static type C. By rule 1, establishing the precondition of C.m before the
call guarantees that also the precondition of the method selected at runtime, D.m,
holds. By rule 2, one may assume C.m’s postcondition after the call because D.m
establishes a postcondition that is at least as strong. Rule 3 is necessary to handle
inheritance. A method implementation C.m may assume C’s invariant. By rule 3,
this assumption is still justified when m is inherited by a subtype D. Rule 3 also
applies to other consistency criteria of objects such as history constraints.

One way to summarize these rules is to say that all overriding subtype methods
must satisfy the specification of each method that they override, which is necessary
for sound reasoning using a supertype’s method specification. This point of view
allows for several weakenings of the postcondition rule [Chen and Cheng 2000].

Variations: rule 1: preconditions: take type of receiver and invariant into account:
rule 2: under the assumption that precondition holds; take invariant into account:
Describe variation in precondition rules among specification languages.
Inheritance of specifications [Leavens 2006].
As a way to automatically enforce behavioral subtyping and a convenience.
Should we discuss the specific rules of Eiffel, JML, and Spec#? Yes, I think it

would be useful to do that.
Do we need an example? (maybe not in the interest of space) We should have a

simple example, I think, if we can afford the space. But it can wait.
Do we want to discuss supertype abstraction?
Should cite more recent POPL papers and describe Parkinson’s work.

9. CONCLUSIONS

Discuss the challenge of interactions between kinds of properties, such as between
functional (data) and sequencing (temporal logic) properties, and between func-
tional properties and resource properties.

Collect accomplishments and key ideas useful for the grand challenge.

9.1 Future Work

Describe research problems that need to be addressed in the context of the grand
challenge.
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